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  – This isn't ideal but there's nothing I can think of off the top of my head to fix it. A: I've opened a ticket with the bundler
team and they are aware of the problem and will take action. Until then you can use the workaround by "patched" the

dependencies yourself: Q: How to "tick" a button in an agenda calendar of a popup calendar? I have a large window where I
have two popups: one calendar popup, and one list with some buttons. I use jquery calendar in the first popup (to show the

month view) and jquery calendar in the second popup (to show the week view). There is one button in my first popup, which
opens a jquery calendar with the week view. I want that, when I click a button in the second popup, it should "tick" the button in
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the first popup, as if I had clicked a day in the week view. I thought the best way is to use the custom events (e.g. dayTicked)
but I am not able to connect those events to the selected days, since those are weekdays. Do you know how can I achieve this?
Thank you in advance. The days in the calendar popup are not weekdays in the calendar view. For instance, if you have three

days on the calendar popup and you click on a day, the selected date is { date: '2016-09-20', month: '9', year: '2016', day: '21' }.
If you want to see that day highlighted, you should add a css class to the day, and it should have a yellow background. The only

two events that you can use to trigger a change in the popup calendar are: "dayClick" will trigger when you click on a day.
"monthChange" will trigger when you change the month in the calendar popup. { "created_at": "2015-02-27T22:28:27.061412",

"description": "Distributed Replicated Datastore - The Next Generation for Time Series Data", "fork": false, "full_name":
"libsuperset/superset-server 520fdb1ae7
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